1. Hollong-Mekai forests - Joypore Area

2. A view of Deforestation in Joypore Colliery areas, 1982
3. A scene of Afforestation from Hapjan area.

4. A mature Hollong tree - the trunk and the girth indicate suitability for felling.
5. Felling of a Hollong tree by labourers using Hand-Saws, Hapjan Forest area.

6. Dragging of logs by Elephants is a Must - A scene from a Hapjan Forest.
7. Water treatment of logs

8. Prophylactic end coating treatment for protecting the ends of veneer logs. Unprotected logs show cracks and loosening of bark.
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9. Cutting of logs into appropriate sizes.

10. Logs in the process of peeling

12. Plyboards coming out from the dryers.
13. Boards being cut into sizes